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NAVIGATING UNCERTAINTY

IN THIS ISSUE

Editor’s words: Welcome to the Fall 2020 edition of our
AXIS newsletter. We hope you and yours remain happy
and healthy. This issue deals with ever-evolving thinking
in an uncertain world. The shifting economic and risk
landscape driven by the COVID-19 pandemic is placing
increased demands on actuarial departments and models,
requiring actuaries to be proactive and forward-thinking
in their model design. Evolving industry views around the
treatment of market risk benefits (“MRB”) under US GAAP
long duration targeted improvements (“LDTI”) are impacting
companies’ accounting policies and informing AXIS software
enhancements. In addition to insights on these two topics,
you will find helpful tips and tricks for navigating the system
and highlights of new features in recent AXIS releases. We
hope you enjoy the newsletter.
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Executive Corner

COVID-19 IMPLICATIONS
AND OUTLOOK

Responses to stakeholders’ financial requests often
require modeling sensitivity tests and conducting
off-period model runs1 and analyses, placing strain
on actuarial departments.

COVID-19 has impacted the day-to-day
operations of every insurance company. As the

While the initial rush may have passed, new information

virus continues to spread, companies must balance

is emerging daily, and companies are continuing to

normal operations and strategic initiatives while

monitor and model potential financial impacts. We

simultaneously fielding requests from internal

expect to see multiple waves of the virus until a vaccine

and external stakeholders on potential COVID-19

or other therapeutic remedies emerge.

financial and operational impacts.

Exhibit 1. Potential for cycles in social distancing and outbreaks
Case growth per day
Initial outbreak
~2 months

Severity will
vary based on
suppression
tactics and
population
dynamics

Long haul of suppression
12+ months

Containment

Cycles of relaxing/tightening as social distancing remains the only “brake”

Therapeutic breakthroughs
(treatment, vaccine) and/or
scaled public health tools
(testing, tracing, selective
quarantine, surveyance)
enable exit to new normal

Ramp up testing to watch for resurgence of virus and gauge progress to
herd immunity

Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

1 An off-period run is defined as one having a model start date that does not align with a typical production cycle
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As subsequent waves develop and regional outbreaks
occur, requests for off-period model runs will continue.

MORTALITY

For companies who run projections and valuation

Although pandemic risk is typically modeled with a

quarterly, AXIS can rollforward model results without

single additive mortality factor, this approach is not

updating the in-force file, making these off-period runs

appropriate when modeling the mortality implications

much easier to perform.

of COVID-19. We know that the mortality curve by
age looks different than previous pandemics; hence,

Explore Oliver Wyman’s Pandemic Navigator, a useful

the application of a single additive factor to all ages

tool for determining potential future COVID-19 scenarios.

will not capture important differences by product,
target market, and more. Available data evidences
other important dimensions to consider such as
comorbid condition, gender, geographic location,

COVID-19 MODELING
CONSIDERATIONS

and socioeconomics.

Strategy for success

Companies that proactively streamline processes

An appropriate solution to modeling potential COVID-19

through automated and flexible model setups will be

mortality impacts is to build flexible tables that can

the most successful and efficient at handling increased

handle variations by age, duration, product type, and

modeling demands.

other factors. Not all dimensions may be needed today,
but it will be easier to run new sensitivities quickly if

We outline some key strategic areas of COVID-19 related

flexible table formats and automated table builders

model efficiency below.

already exist.

Exhibit 2. Deaths by age and comorbid condition
Deaths per 100,000 infected persons in each age group
All values shown are per 100,000 of population infected

Case fatality rate
Percentage
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1911-1917 Interpandemic flu

Cardiovascular
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Chronic
respiratory
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None

COVID-19

Source: Taubenberger and Morens 2006, pp. 15-22; China CDC Weekly. Vital Surveillances: The Epidemiological Characteristics of an Outbreak of 2019 Novel
Coronavirus Diseases (COVID-19) — China, 2020, China data as of February 11, 2020
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Companies that proactively streamline processes through
automated and flexible model setups will be the most successful
and efficient at handling increased modeling demands

In AXIS, the recommended method to model additional
mortality factors associated with COVID-19 is the

ECONOMICS AND ASSETS

Modifications — Mortality [Formula] Table, which

The economic impacts of COVID-19 have far exceeded

provides a large amount of flexibility. This table allows

the mortality and morbidity impacts for most insurers,

the user to code specific characteristic splits, as well as

as highlighted in recent earnings statements. As interest

to reflect temporal differences as granular as monthly.

rates and markets fluctuate, regulators and rating
agencies are requesting insight into the impact on

You may also wish to consider whether in-force files

insurers’ asset positions, including earnings, capital,

have all necessary fields to perform meaningful runs

and liquidity ramifications. Internal stakeholders are

in the future. State indicators may not be included in

also looking to understand potential financial impacts

current in-force files but are likely readily available

and mitigation strategies.

and valuable if geographic considerations for COVID-19
need to be modeled. Any additional in-force field needed

Thus, insurers are being asked to model various stress

to differentiate the COVID-19 mortality assumption

tests and “what if” scenarios and, in certain cases, perform

by a specific characteristic can easily be added as a

off-period asset adequacy testing.

User Defined Field in AXIS. Companies can position
themselves for success by considering these additional

Actions taken by the Federal Reserve in response to

data needs proactively, moderating what may be long

COVID-19 have resulted in extremely low treasury rates

lead times on such requests.

which are expected by many to persist for a period of
time. As a result, some companies have run sensitivities
which include negative interest rates.

Exhibit 3. Treasury rates have declined across the yield curve
Percentage
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Source: Oliver Wyman analysis
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Exhibit 4. Effective yield and option adjusted spread (“OAS”) for A-rated corporate bond
After the 2008 financial crisis, corporate bond yields never
recovered to pre-crisis levels…

…similarly, corporate bond yields have been declining
following the outbreak of COVID-19 in the US
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Source: Oliver Wyman analysis

Another consideration is mean reversion rates. After

Strategy for success

the 2008 financial crisis, bond yields never returned

Overall, companies should develop a flexible and

to pre-crisis levels. Insurers may wish to evaluate similar

automated process for updating economic scenarios

scenarios emerging following COVID-19.

and varying reinvestment strategies. Anticipated actions
may include adjusting the parameterization of one’s
economic scenario generator to reflect a range of mean
reversion assumptions.
AXIS contains out-of-the-box functionality to project
scenarios which include negative rates2.

2 For additional information on AXIS’s negative interest rates functionality, see the article from Moody’s Analytics titled AXIS Solution Supports Negative
Interest Rates

© Oliver Wyman
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Exhibit 5. Example of decreasing mean reversion rate in the AAA Economic Scenario Generator
(“AAA ESG”) in AXIS3

Mean reversion level can be altered once
“dynamic_MRP” parameter is set to “false”

THE PATH FORWARD
In response to COVID-19, some companies have

As we look ahead to winter in the northern hemisphere

realized their financial models are less flexible

and a potential “second wave” of COVID-19 infections,

and agile than previously thought. Going forward,

this is an opportune time to consider the overall

companies should consider ways to increase modeling

flexibility of your AXIS models and to determine whether

efficiency and fully leverage the capabilities of their

any actions should be taken to further modernize them.4

actuarial modeling platforms.

3 For additional information on the AAA ESG in AXIS, see the article from Moody’s Analytics titled AAA Economic Scenario Generator (ESG) Model. A case study
on how to implement the AAA ESG in AXIS can also be found in Oliver Wyman’s newsletter Getting the Most out of AXIS, Vol 3
4 For additional information on the benefits of actuarial modernization, see Oliver Wyman’s newsletter Getting the Most out of AXIS, Vol 11
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Tips & Tricks

LEVERAGING USER DEFINED PARAMETERS TO PARAMETRIZE
FORMULA TABLE CODE
User Defined Parameters (“UDPs”) can be used to parametrize Formula Table code. Standardized, parameter-driven
Formula Tables reduce model risk by limiting the amount of code required to model variations of similar functionality
(e.g., rider benefits, dynamic lapse assumptions).
The example below demonstrates how multiple Guaranteed Minimum Withdrawal Benefit (“GMWB”) designs can
leverage identical “pass-through” Formula Table code by calling unique UDPs.
1. Build UDP tables for each unique rider design (see table snippet below for illustrative parameters)

2. Define rider-related variables at the top of the Formula Table
'Define static input variables---------------------------------------DIM_STATIC_SINGLE(IncomeRate)
'Withdrawal rate
DIM_STATIC_SINGLE(RollupRate)
'Benefit base rollup rate
DIM_STATIC_SINGLE(RollupMaxYears)
'Maximum duration eligible for rollup
DIM_STATIC_SINGLE(RatchetFreq)
'Frequency of ratchets
DIM_STATIC_SINGLE(RatchetMaxYears)
'Maximum duration eligible for
ratchet
'Assign input variables----------------------------------------------IncomeRate
= GridFromTable(1,2,1)
RollupRate
= GridFromTable(1,3,1)
RollupMaxYears
= GridFromTable(1,4,1)
RatchetFreq
= GridFromTable(1,5,1)
RatchetMaxYears
= GridFromTable(1,6,1)

3. Deploy UDPs with flexible Formula Table coding
…
If BenefitBase < FundBeforeWdlTM
And CurrentPolicyYear Mod RatchetFreq = 0
And CurrentPolicyYear <= RatchetMaxYears
Then
BenefitBase = FundBeforeWdlTM
End If
…

© Oliver Wyman
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Tips & Tricks

AUTOMATICALLY EXECUTE RUNS USING GLOBAL
PARAMETERS AND ENTERPRISE LINK JOBS
EnterpriseLink Jobs can be used to streamline model runs in a production environment. Global Parameters can be set
in the AXIS Scripts to modify settings for Batch runs.
The example below demonstrates a sample use case where EnterpriseLink Jobs is used to update the valuation date
and trigger Batch runs.
1. Create an AXIS Script (Sample Jobs can be leveraged for the appropriate code syntax)

2. Insert the following lines in the AXIS Script to update the Global Parameters in the Dataset and run the Batch
…
Call SetGlobalParameterValueDataset("ValuationDate", "2020_06")
Call RunDatasetBatch ("Update Valuation Date")
Call RunDatasetBatch ("Run Projections")
…

© Oliver Wyman
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US GAAP LDTI: A CLOSER
LOOK AT MODELING
MARKET RISK BENEFITS
In the Spotlight

MRB PRESENTATION

In our Fall 2019 AXIS newsletter, we provided an
overview of available US GAAP LDTI functionality
in AXIS. Since then, Moody’s Analytics has released

The portion of MRB attributable to changes in

AXIS enhancements for a range of LDTI functionality.

instrument-specific credit risk (“ISCR”) is recognized

In this article, we will provide in-depth guidance on

separately in financial reports. Incremental changes

two market risk benefits (“MRB”) system enhancements

in measurement attributed to ISCR is presented on

related to:

the income statement as other comprehensive income

• Automation of calculations required for MRB

(“OCI”) and the total change since issue attributed to
ISCR is presented on the balance sheet as accumulated

income statement and balance sheet presentation

other comprehensive income (“AOCI”). Generating the

• Flexibility in approach to attributed fee capping

data needed for this financial statement presentation

calculations

requires calculating the MRB liability1 twice at each
valuation date: first using the ISCR at issue and second
using the current ISCR, as illustrated in Exhibit 12.

Exhibit 1. Change in MRB recognized in OCI
MRB with at-issue
ISCR

MRB with current
ISCR (T-1)

AOCI T-1
AOCI T-1

T-1

AOCI T

OCI T

AOCI T

MRB with at-issue
ISCR

MRB with current
ISCR (T)

T

between MRB liability using current period’s ISCR and MRB liability using prior period’s ISCR
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Moody’s Analytics has introduced an enhancement

the current spread over the cash rate defined through

to perform the necessary calculations in a single

the MRB Assumption Set.

model run. The AOCI calculation can be enabled under
“Market risk benefit liability” in the US GAAP ASU

There are five table types available when defining the

2018-12 section of the Annuity Cell. When the “OCI

locked-in spread. These spreads may vary by issue

attribution” field is set to option“ 1 – Recalculate MRB

cohort and/or calendar period.

using locked-in spread, attribute difference to AOCI”,
a supplementary MRB liability will be calculated using

Exhibit 4 uses table section “Det spread by iss month

the locked-in credit spread. The difference between

[Set]”. Users can specify a starting period, in this case,

the MRB liability and supplementary MRB liability will

January 2010. The locked-in spread defined in the first

be attributed to AOCI.

row of the table will be applied to all business issued
prior to that date. In subsequent rows, users can specify

The locked-in spread is defined using an input table in

a spread table for each issue month cohort. These

the “locked-in spread for inforce” field and will replace

spreads may vary by calendar year period.

Exhibit 2. Market risk benefit liability section in US GAAP ASU 2018-12 section

Exhibit 3. Available locked-in spread tables

Exhibit 4. Deterministic spread set by issue month

© Oliver Wyman
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INTEREST TABLE
In the MRB Assumption Set, the interest rate assumption

Current spread when using AXIS
scenario generators

used to discount MRB benefits and charges is typically

For model runs using an AXIS scenario generator,

defined using the “Interest (Guar CFs) [Composite]”

the current spread can be attached to each

table. In order to produce MRB liabilities using locked-in

generated scenario using a “Scenario modifier

spreads defined in the previous section, the Composite

[Formula]” table as shown in Exhibit 6 below.

Table must be assigned a “Cash rate with spread” table.

Exhibit 5. Interest table structure in Assumption Set used for MRB

Exhibit 6. Scenario Modifier Formula Table in scenario generator

© Oliver Wyman
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ADDITIONAL REPORT ROWS

Timing of spreads
(Moody’s estimating 2021 release)

Report rows have been added to capture the present

Locked-in spread tables in the current AXIS software

value of cash flows discounted at locked-in spreads. The

version (2020.27.00) vary by calendar period only. To

“US GAAP ASU 2018-12 Pricing Cohort — MRB Liability

accommodate various model setups/applications, an

Detail” report now includes: “Gross MRB liability (sup)”,

enhancement will allow the rates to vary by projection

“PV gross ben under fair value (sup)”, and “PV gross chg

period as well.

under fair value (sup)”.

Exhibit 7. MRB Liability Detail report rows

Locked-in spread in GMIB current annuity
factor interest (Moody’s estimating late
2020 release)
When calculating the MRB using locked-in spread for
contracts with Guaranteed Minimum Income Benefits
(“GMIBs”), companies may want to apply locked-in
spreads in the current annuity factor calculations. An
enhancement will provide a new table type that allows
two methods of calculating implied forward rates: using
current ISCR spread and using locked-in ISCR spread.

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

ATTRIBUTED FEE CAPPING

Anticipated AXIS enhancements as of the time of
writing are outlined below; some of these system

For MRB calculation using an attributed fee approach,

enhancements may be available by the publication

the attributed fees must not exceed total contract fees

date of this newsletter.

and assessments collectible from the contract holder.
In AXIS version 2020.24.01, Moody’s Analytics added

Referencing of spreads
(Moody’s estimating Sep/Oct 2020 release)

functionality that allows users to choose which fees to
include in the capping comparison and to perform the
capping in a single model run.

Certain annuity product designs allow policyholders
to elect a guaranteed living benefit (“LB”) rider after
the policy issue date. Companies may wish to use the

GUARANTEE CHARGE COMPOSITE TABLE

locked-in spread taken at the LB rider election date
instead of the policy issue date. With an enhancement,

In the Assumption Set associated with the MRB,

this will be possible using two seriatim Optional Fields,

the attributed fees are defined using tables in the

“MRB Locked-In Spread Month” and “MRB Locked-In

“Charges for guarantees” field of the “Scenario

Spread Year” in the Policy Information Datalink table.

Reserve — Accumulation Phase” section. This field

When using these optional fields, the locked-in spread will

supports tables from either the “Guar Charge (US

be applied according to these dates. If these fields are not

GAAP MRB) [Composite]” or “Guar Benefit Charge

used, then the locked-in spread will be applied according

Defn” table types.

to the seriatim fields “Issue Year” and “Issue Month”.

© Oliver Wyman
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Exhibit 8. Charges for guarantees field

Exhibit 9. Guarantee charge Composite Table

Exhibit 10. Collectible charge table

The Composite Table “Guar Charge (US GAAP MRB)
[Composite]” allows users to select two distinct tables for
attributed and collectible charges as shown in Exhibit 9.
Each of the charge tables allows users to specify the type
and proportion of charges to include; for example, in
Exhibit 10, 100% of GMDB base charges will be included
as part of collectible fees. Guarantee charges are
typically a subset of collectible charges. The collectible
charges could be set equal to guarantee charges, by
selecting the table method “Same as guarantee charges”.

© Oliver Wyman
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CALCULATIONS

they can be attached to the Policy Information

When the Composite Table “Guar Charge (US GAAP

benefit measure ZOC factor”. Some companies may

MRB) [Composite]” is selected, attributed fees used

prefer cohort-level factors and will need to aggregate

to calculate the zero option cost (“ZOC”) factors and

benefits and charges in a downstream process before

MRB balances will be capped at total collectible

performing factor calculations. In this case, the

charges as follows:

seriatim-level factors from AXIS could be ignored.

MRB ZOC factor at issue =

Table through the seriatim optional field “Market risk

Min [PV (collectible charges), PV (benefits)]
PV (guarantee charges)

MRB reserve at valuation date and future pivots = PV (benefits) –
Min [MRB ZOC factor × PV (guarantee charges), PV (collectible charges)]

Timing of capping
The ASU requires that during initial measurement,
total attributed charges should be capped by the
amount of total collectible charges. Some companies
may choose to also cap attributed charges at future

ADDITIONAL REPORT ROWS

valuation dates. In AXIS, charges will only be capped
when the “Guar Charge (US GAAP MRB) [Composite]”
table is used.

New rows have been added to report collectible
charges. For example, the “US GAAP ASU 2018-12
Pricing Cohort — MRB Liability Detail” report now
issue and valuation dates.

CONCLUSION

The PV of collectible charges at locked-in spreads is also

While FASB guidelines for MRB are unlikely to change,

available in a supplementary (“sup”) report.

authoritative guidance from other organizations

includes rows for PV of collectible charges as of

continues to be published and industry standard
interpretation continues to evolve. Furthermore,
Exhibit 11. New rows added to MRB Liability
Detail Report

accounting policy decisions will vary among companies.
Software users that plan to use AXIS for MRB should
closely monitor relevant functionality introduced by
Moody’s Analytics to ensure compliance with company
accounting policy.

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
Companies could consider the following accounting
policy decisions:

Seriatim vs cohort-level ZOC factor calculations
For new business, AXIS calculates ZOC factors at
the seriatim level. Once factors are calculated,

© Oliver Wyman
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What’s New in AXIS

NEW FEATURES IN RECENT AXIS RELEASES
Accumulated other
Comprehensive Income
(“AOCI”) Calculation for
Market Risk Benefits
(“MRBs”)

Description

Details

• In the Annuity module, the AOCI calculation for MRBs
has been updated

• Version 20202201

• When the “OCI Attribution” switch in the US GAAP ASU
2018-12 section is set to “1 – Recalculate MRB using
locked-in spread, attribute difference to AOCI”, the AOCI
will always be calculated and reported, regardless of the
MRB liability positions

Learn more

US GAAP LDTI Financial
Projections

Description

Details

• Gross GAAP LDTI financial projections are now available
at the Subfund, Fund and Office levels for the following
Modules: Annuity, Disability, Higher Level, Par Products
and Universal Life

• Version 20202101

Description

Details

• K-factor inputs for CoR, PBL and DPL are now supported
in historical runs and GAAP LDTI projections

• Version 20201701

• The field “Current period k-factors” was added in the
Dataset Parameters menu under the US GAAP section;
the option now exists to capture k-factors from the prior
reporting period in the US GAAP History Table

Learn more

K-Factor Inputs for Cost of
Reinsurance (“COR”), Policy
Benefit Liability (“PBL”) and
Deferred Profit Liability
(“DPL”)

© Oliver Wyman

• https://www.ggy.com/BugEnhance/
UpdateDetail/28989/

Learn more
• https://www.ggy.com/BugEnhance/
UpdateDetail/28940/

• https://www.ggy.com/BugEnhance/
UpdateDetail/28553/
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